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PIHER - TCP CLAMP FOR WELDING TABLE | SET 28MM

€306,03 Original price was:
€306,03.€268,84Current price is: €268,84.

(excl. VAT)

This composite set from PIHER includes three welding table clamps, a 90° support, pipe clamping
accessory and a FREE welding magnet.

The set is for use on tables with 16mm or 28mm holes by using the supplied clamping bushes.

Designed with versatility to solve any clamping need on a welding table. Adaptable to any standard
diameter. They feature an ergonomic PIHER handle with 3D joint position. Inside is a piston system with

protected double fine screw thread. Horizontal and vertical clamping with a force of up to 350 kg.
Adjustable up to 360 °. At the bottom there is a mobile stop that allows the shaft to be completely hidden

under the table. The pressure surface has a mounting hole of M6 for mounting accessories.

SKU: PIH-TCPSET28
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This composite set from PIHER includes three welding table clamps, a 90° support, pipe clamping accessory and
a FREE welding magnet.

The set is for use on tables with 16mm or 28mm holes by using the supplied clamping bushes.

Designed with versatility to solve any clamping need on a welding table. Adaptable to any standard diameter.
They feature an ergonomic PIHER handle with 3D joint position. Inside is a piston system with protected double
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fine screw thread. Horizontal and vertical clamping with a force of up to 350 kg. Adjustable up to 360 °. At the
bottom there is a mobile stop that allows the shaft to be completely hidden under the table. The pressure

surface has a mounting hole of M6 for mounting accessories.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Clamp for welding table
PIHER piston system inside

Horizontal and vertical clamping
Adjustable to any angle

Galvanized bar and joints made of carbon steel
Ergonomic handle, exchangeable and foldable. Made from PA with fiberglass

Piston pressure surface with M6 for mounting accessories

SET

Three TCP clamps for welding tables
One 90° support for horizontal clamping

One accessory for tubes
Necessary adapters 16mm – 28mm

FREE welding magnet

DESCRIPTION

This composite set from PIHER includes three welding table clamps, a 90° support, pipe clamping accessory and
a FREE welding magnet. The set is for use on tables with 16mm or 28mm holes by using the supplied clamping

bushes. Designed with versatility to solve any clamping need on a welding table. Adaptable to any standard
diameter. They feature an ergonomic PIHER handle with 3D joint position. Inside is a piston system with

protected double fine screw thread. Horizontal and vertical clamping with a force of up to 350 kg. Adjustable up
to 360 °. At the bottom there is a mobile stop that allows the shaft to be completely hidden under the table. The

pressure surface has a mounting hole of M6 for mounting accessories.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.


